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Abstract 
Super Resolution based on Compressed Sensing (CS) considers low resolution (LR) image patch as the compressive samples of 
its high resolution (HR) patch. Compressed sensing based image acquisition systems acquire less number of random linear 
measurements without first collecting all the pixel values. But using these compressive measurements directly to reconstruct the 
image causes quality issues. In this paper an image super-resolution method with two level sparsity based reconstruction via 
patch based image interpolation and dictionary learning is proposed. The first level reconstruction generates a low resolution 
image from random samples and the interpolation scheme used in this algorithm reduces the HR-LR patch coherency due to 
neighborhood issue which is a major drawback of single image super resolution algorithms. The dictionary based reconstruction 
phase generates the high resolution image from the low resolution output of the first level reconstruction phase. The experimental 
results proved that the proposed two level reconstruction scheme recovers more details of the image and yields improved results 
from very few samples (around 35-45%) than the state-of-the-art algorithms which uses low resolution image itself as input. The 
results are compared by considering both PSNR values and visual perception. 
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1. Introduction 
The process of creating high resolution (HR) image from one or more low resolution (LR) images is known as 
Super-resolution (SR). In traditional methods of SR the low resolution images captured from the same scene are 
used to solve the lost high-frequency information. But it is more challenging if we have only one low-resolution 
image, and this information has to be recovered from it. In most of the applications only single low-resolution image 
is available and the Single image super-resolution (SISR) problem is particularly important in those situations. 
Compressed sensing4 (CS) is an emerging data acquisition technique which overcomes the Shannon’s sampling 
theorem’s limitations. The motivating fact behind CS is the sparsity property of natural signals in basis like fourier, 
wavelet etc. In many emerging applications, the abundance of data generated by the sensing systems due to high 
sampling rate demands data compression before storage or transmission. Compressed Sensing combines the 
sampling and the compression into a single process. CS data acquisition technique enables the reduction in the 
number of measurements required for recovery of sparse signals or compressible signals which is sparse on some 
suitable basis. Reconstruction of the signals from CS measurement is done using greedy or relaxation based 
algorithms. In a CS based image acquisition system it acquires less number of random linear measurements (pixels 
at a subset of sampling lattice) without first collecting all the pixel values. Proper preprocessing technique will 
enable the reconstruction of image from this incomplete data. The resulting image is an LR image which is suitable 
for reconstruction of its original HR image. In single image super resolution using compressive sensing, a low 
resolution input image plays the role of the samples from compressive sensing data acquisition device and a proper 
dictionary which represents the high resolution image sufficiently sparse will accurately recover the high resolution 
image. We can summarize the problem of SISR as generating HR image X, given the degraded Low-Resolution 
(LR) version Y of X, which is represented as 
 
                 Y = HBX + v                                                                (1)     
 
where H is the  downsampling operator, B is the blurring operator and v represents the additive noise. 
      Based on this recovery problem, we are interested in creating X from the random samples and avoiding the 
coherency issues8 in HR-LR patch pairs by proper preprocessing technique integrated to the overall super resolution 
scheme. The proposed system acquires only fewer numbers of samples as input instead of creating input LR image 
from original HR image by blurring and down sampling operations. The main motive behind the development of 
such a system is to provide a better quality output from the samples provided by a compressed sensing image 
acquisition system. 
 
      This paper is organized as follows. The related works reported in the literature is given in section2. Section 3 
describes about the proposed scheme of super-resolution which includes the dictionary training and reconstruction 
phases with the preprocessing step. Experimental results are shown in Section 4 and conclusions are drawn in 
Section 5. 
2. Literature Survey 
The work of Tsai et al.1 in 1984 made SR reconstruction as one of the most active research areas ever since. The 
main technique proposed in this area varies from frequency domain approach of Borman et al.2 to spatial domain 
approach of Sung et al.3. Conventional approach in super resolution is to generate a SR image from a number of 
low-resolution images using some constraints (e.g. Bilateral Total Variation13 and Huber Markov Random Fields12 
(MRF)), with the help of maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) like regularization technique.  
Single Image SR (SISR) can be classified as follows: 
1) Reconstruction-based super-resolution11, 14, 16 without training process but with the help of well defined 
constraints for the target high-resolution image. 
2) Learning-based super-resolution algorithms18-21 makes use of a dictionary which is trained and tested using 
training set of images. 
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 Interpolation based algorithms reconstruct the image details by interpolating the LR input image and enhance the 
edges by making it sharper. The standard methods in this category are bilinear and bicubic interpolation. Another 
well-known algorithm is Back Projection17. This method gradually sharpens the edges while it iterates through the 
image. The Dai et al.’s approach16 is also an example of above category which enforces the continuity by extracting 
and blending them with the results of interpolation. Fattal’s14 work is based on high frequency information 
reconstruction from edge statistics. A training set of HR image patches and its LR image patches are collected into a 
database and using this database to recover the lost image information is called example-based super-resolution 
method19. But the main drawback of example-based algorithms is that the training set and test set similarity is the 
main criterion of performance. The sparse representation method based on CS4 theory exploits the high-dimension 
signals’ linear relationship and uses it to recover HR information from their low-dimension projections. Yang et al.5, 
6 proposed the idea of sparsity which works with sparse representation of patch pairs sampled from HR and LR 
images. In the method5 trained over complete dictionaries are used for representing them as sparse vectors to get the 
co-occurrence in order to increase the speed and accuracy. Yang et al.6 proposed a method to make the 
representations of these patch pairs more compact. This method achieved significant performance improvement. 
Later, Zeyde et al.7 modified this approach to make it more efficient and faster. Zhang et al.’s15 method of training 
two dictionaries called main dictionary learning and the residual dictionary learning with sparse representation, 
recovers main high-frequency (MHF) and residual high-frequency (RHF) information and thereby achieves better 
results. 
3. Proposed two level reconstruction scheme 
      As any other learning based super resolution methods, our approach also consists of dictionary learning phase 
and image synthesis phase. Though many state-of-the-art dictionary learning methods are available in the literature, 
we adopt the method of Zeyde et al.7, which is proved to be faster and efficient. 
3.1. Dictionary learning phase 
       This stage starts with collecting high resolution image set HORG from the training data. Since we assume our 
algorithm to work with a set of random samples from a CS based acquisition system, we are interested in taking 
only few samples from these images. For that purpose the image is multiplied by a randomly generated binary 
sampling pattern with most of zero values (55-75% of zeros in ideal case). This leads to the formation of the 
samples which is same as one that provided by the CS acquisition device, and is denoted by HSAMP. These samples 
or CS observations are given as the input to the first level reconstruction step called non-local patch based pre-
processing. 
 
Non-local Patch based pre-processing:  
       In order to create an image suitable for training dictionaries from incomplete data, this framework proposes an 
algorithm incorporating patch-based nonlocal prior into image interpolation. The likelihood term is given by 
observation constraint and the prior term given by sparsity constraint. In this method the sparsity constraint is given 
non-locally by Block matching 3D9 (BM3D) based method which in turn helps to avoid neighborhood issues. Here x 
denotes unobservable image and y denotes observation data. We take y(m,n) = x(m,n) S(m,n), where S is a binary 
sampling pattern and (m, n) are the spatial coordinates. Since sparsity is a prior term for this ill-posed problem’s 
regularization, only a few number of transform coefficients are taken as significant. The main challenge in this 
method is to construct a good transform T which sparsify the image maximum. The thresholding operator G gives 
the sparsity constraint. The transform coefficients are represented by X = Tx. The similar patches are packed to use 
sparsity constraint. In this experiment, on a block-by-block basis all local variances are calculated and its average is 
set to be the threshold value. To maintain quality constraint the maximum error value between current image and 
previous image, ε, is set to 0.001. From the quantized samples using the location information of observation data 
and intensity parameter λ, the images are reconstructed. The following algorithm does this pre-processing. The 
algorithm gives a low resolution image suitable for training the dictionary. 
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Algorithm 1:  Nonlocal Patch-based Image Reconstruction 
Input: sampling pattern S and observation data y 
Output: reconstructed image xˆ  
1. Let (0)xˆ  be the locally interpolated image. 
2. Calculate average ሺɁሻ of all local variance block by block basis from (0)xˆ .  
        Set k = 0. 
3. Extract blocks of size ଵܰ ൈ  ଵܰ from (k)xˆ and find similar blocks.  
4. Stack the similar blocks together to form a 3D array. 
5. Apply 3D decorrelating unitary transforms to these arrays to find sparse representation. 
6. Filter the transform coefficients by threshold operator ߜ௞. 
7. Reconstruct the patches from filtered coefficients by inverse transform. 
8. Construct the image (k)xˆ  from the patches. 
9. Project (k)xˆ onto set of observation constraint: 
           For all ( )m,n  where S( ) 1m,n    
Set  (k)ˆ ( ) ( )x m,n y m,n . 
10. If (k) (k 1)ˆ ˆx x H   then stop and return xˆ . 
 else k=k+1 and set ߜ௞ ൌ Ɂ െ ሺ െ ͳሻο  and repeat the process from step 3.  
 
Dictionary Training:  
       The set of images from the preprocessing step serves the input to the dictionary training step. To incorporate 
with the steps followed by Zeyde et al.7, we consider the upscaled LR image denoted by LORG as the degraded 
version of the high resolution image HORG. The degraded image LORG is supposed to be created by down sampling 
and blurring operations. Then high frequency features are extracted by subtracting LORG from HORG. As a next step, 
local patches are extracted from HORG and LORG, considering only locations ݇ א ȳ  to generate the data-set P = 
{݌௟௞ǡ ݌௛௞ሽ௞ for dictionary training. LR image LORG is filtered by using R number of high pass filters such as Laplacian 
to extract local features of their high-frequency content. In order to save the computations in training, the 
dimensionality of the input LR patches is reduced by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm as the last step 
before dictionary learning stage. Next, the K-SVD10 dictionary training algorithm is used, giving the set of patches 
as input. 
 
Low Resolution Dictionary Training:  
       The dictionary training stage starts with the low-resolution patches ൛݌Ƹ௟௞ൟ௞ extracted from low resolution image. 
As the result of applying K-SVD dictionary learning algorithms to these patches, the dictionary ܮ஽ א ܴ௡ൈ௠  is 
created. 









q p q      s.t    
0
kq Ld   k .                                        (2)   
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 Fig. 1. Illustration of dictionary learning phase. 
 
 
                                 
 This training process also generates the sparse representation coefficient vectors ݍ௞ corresponding to the training 
patches  ൛݌Ƹ௟௞ൟ௞ as a side product. Here ԡήԡ଴ is the l0 norm which gives the count of nonzero values in the vector.  
 
High Resolution Dictionary Learning:  
        
By approximating  ௛ܲ௞ ൎ ܪ஽ݍ௞ , the HR patch ௛ܲ௞ can be recovered. For this the already generated sparse 
representation vector of LR patch ݍ௞  is multiplied with the high-resolution dictionary ܪ஽ . The high resolution 
dictionary ܪ஽  can be found to get the correct approximation. So, ܪ஽is the dictionary matrix which minimizes the 
approximation error. 





D h DH k
H p H q ¦          i.e.    2arg mi P Qn
D
D h D FH
H H                          (3) 
The following Pseudo-Inverse expression is used for solving this problem. 
 
       T T 1P Q P Q (QQ )D h hH
                                                                   (4) 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of image synthesis phase.                 
  
3.2. Image synthesis phase 
        The Image Synthesis Stage generates high resolution image from the random samples provided by the CS 
acquisition system. The input provided to this phase are the image samples which are the same as the one that 
provided by the CS acquisition device denoted by HSAMP. These samples or CS observations are given as the input to 
the first level reconstruction step which generates the low resolution image from the CS observations. We use the 
same nonlocal image interpolation algorithm and upscaling process to create the upscaled version of the image 
denoted by LORG. This kind of preprocessing helps to avoid the neighborhood issue8 and create an image with same 
size of the required high resolution image. This pre-processed image is the input for the next level reconstruction. 
The second level reconstruction uses the trained dictionary to enhance the low-resolution image LORG. We assume 
that this image is generated by same degradation operations (blur and scale-down) from a high-resolution image 
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HORG as done in the training phase. The same R numbers of high-pass filters that we have applied in the training 
phase are used for filtering the image for extracting the features. Patches are extracted from these R images from 
locations ݇ א ȳ. After the PCA based dimensionality reduction operation, the OMP algorithm is applied to൛݌Ƹ௟௞ൟ௞ 
patches with the number of atoms for sparse representation as L. The output of OMP algorithm is sparse 
representation vectors ሼݍ௞ሽ௞  . These vectors are multiplied by the high-resolution dictionary ܪ஽  to generate the 
approximated HR patches, ^ ` ^ `ˆk kD hk kH q p . The solution to the minimization problem given below gives the 
final image ˆ ORGH   from ˆ
k
hp .  




ˆ ˆ ˆy R (yrg min )a
h
k
h k h l h
k
y p  ¦                                                           (5) 
where Rk  is the patch extraction operator for extracting  ݊ ൈ ݊sized patches at location k from the image. This 
problem attempts to make the patches extracted from difference image yˆh ly  as close as possible to the 
approximated patches ^ `ˆ kh kp . The Least-Squares solution to this problem is given by 
                                                    
1





ª º   « »¬ ¼¦ ¦                                                      (6) 
4. Experimental results 
        The proposed algorithm is implemented in MATLAB R2012a using K-SVD for learning dictionary and OMP 
algorithm for sparse approximation. The computer system used for simulation is Intel Core i5 – 2410M CPU at 
2.30GHz with 4GB of RAM. In this framework, only very few percentage of the samples are collected from the 
image. The image is downscaled with a scaling factor 2 before taking the samples, in order to show the upscaling 
performance. The parameters in patch based non-local image interpolation are fixed in all experiments as
0.02, 0.001H'   . The initial interpolation is done by Delaunay triangulation based interpolation. Adding more 
and more images for training would lead to improved results. The feature extraction from the low resolution image 
is performed with four filters:  f1 = [1,−1] = f2T   and f3 = [1,−2, 1] = f4T . The size of each patch is set to n = 81 (9 × 
9), and after applying PCA, the dimensionality has been reduced from 324 (4×81) dimensions to 30 dimensions.  In 
dictionary training, number of iterations in K-SVD algorithm is set to 40, with number of atoms in dictionary as m = 
1000. The value of L which defines the sparsity is given as 3. 
For evaluating the performance of the proposed system with varying amount of samples, we took samples from 
1% to 100% at an interval of 5 for standard 4 images of varying sizes. Analyzing the PSNR comparison of the 
results which is shown as graph in figure 3, it is clear that around 35% to 45% of samples are sufficient enough to 
produce a reasonable output for all the images. It proves that this method is able to produce high quality image from 
fewer amount of random samples while most of the existing super resolution algorithms fail to handle the random 
samples directly.  
The results shown in figure 4 are the visual comparison of the proposed method with Bicubic interpolation and 
Yang et al.6 methods. Table 1 shows the PSNR comparison of the same. The values given along with the PSNR of 
proposed method are the percentage of samples with which the proposed method produce better output than the 
other two methods. It is to be noticed that bicubic and Yang et. al methods work on full samples of low resolution 
images, mean time the proposed method takes only very less random samples and still produce comparable results. 
In the case of Boat image, only with 30% of samples, the proposed method produces PSNR value of 25.4122 which 
is greater than the PSNR value obtained by using Bicubic and Yang et al. methods. Similarly, only 35% of samples 
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used in the reconstruction process of the proposed method are enough to outperform the other two methods in the 
case of Barbara image. As stated in previous results, the PSNR values of results produced from 35% to 45% of 
samples by our method are greater than that of both these methods. So in terms of visual perception and PSNR 
values the proposed algorithm performs much better than the state-of-the-art methods. 
 
 
Fig. 3. PSNR comparison with different sample size. 
 
       Table 1. PSNR (in dB) comparison 
Image Bicubic  Yang et al.’s method Proposed method 
% of samples taken in 
the   proposed method 
Boat 24.7095 25.2444 25.4122  30% 
House 30.9195 32.7651 32.9941  45% 
Lena 27.9286 28.3229 28.5850  35% 
Peppers 25.1243 26.9227 27.0790  45% 
Man 25.8304 26.4995 26.6092  40% 
Barbara 21.8747 22.2540 22.9364  35% 
Fingerprint 22.0286 23.3575 23.7090  40% 
Couple 24.5410 25.1162 25.1211  35% 
Cameraman 21.4369 21.9221 22.2173  40% 
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Fig.4. Visual comparison of the results; Column (a) Low resolution downscaled input image; (b) Results of Bicubic method; (c)  
Results of Yang et al.’s method; (d) Compressive samples given as input to the proposed method; (e) Results of the proposed method. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper presents an image super-resolution approach for creating high resolution images directly from 
compressive samples utilizing non-local patch based interpolation combined with dictionary learning. Experimental 
analysis prove that the proposed method is able to overcome the restriction of other dictionary learning methods 
which cannot utilize the random samples from a CS based acquisition system and also dealt with the neighborhood 
issue of single image super resolution schemes. Quantitative and subjective visual analysis shows that the proposed 
method can attain good results with less number of random samples. 
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